
The Conce t ofM. R. A

Simple linear regression provides very Innited arialysis capability. It has exceptional power in the process
of hypothesis testing of simple, streiglitforward relationships, but it offers little practical assistance in
sorting out interactions between a dependent variable and the numerous causal relationships which so often
exist in the real world. For example, in estimating the value of urban real estate of any type, even
superficial emunination leads to the conclusion that factors of space-size, accessibility-location, environment-
appeal and condition<lushty must be considered and, therefore, should be included in any value model.

A

Such a model is, accordingly, a multi-variate model and its analysis is a task for multiple regression

MULTIPLEREGRESSIO ANALYSIS

amiysis. MRA is concerned with emuiination of the relationship between one dependent variable and two
or more I^^^! variables and takes the rindieinaticalfonn:-

Y = bo + bjxj+b2x2 + ..... byxk + e

Note that this is the probabilistic fomi. The major difference between SLRA and MRA is that the foamer
describes a line of best fit while the latter describes a surface of best fit. This is illustrated in figure 4.1.
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QinPrER 4

The Rules of MRA

Assumptions underpinntng MRA are an extension of those that apply in the simple case. Some of these are
fonnal and must not be violated; some are a bitiiifonnal and may be bent without danger.

AssuMPnoN I

AssuMPnoN 2 ALL Y VALUES ARE srATTsricALLY DIDEPENDENr OF ONE ANOTHER. AT

FOR ANY COMBINATION OF inDEPENDENT VARIABLES XI, X2, ...., Xx, Y
Is A RanDOM VAR^LE win A CERTAm PROBABLrrY DisrRBUnoN.

TmSIS USUALLY A NORMAL DISTRBUnON.

AssuMrrioN 3

TMES IT Is CONVENus, IT To FORGET THIS ASSUMPTION BECAUSE THERE

ARE DATA SETS WineRE ONE DEPENDENT VALUE CAN BE AN inDICATOR

OF THE NEXT. THIS Is THE CASE DJ A TME SERuss wi^, FOR

EXAMPLE, WHAT HAPPENS in ONE YEAR Is LmcEi, Y To HAVE A VERY
STRONG inn, DENCE ON WHAT HAPPENS in Tlus NEXT.

.

THE MEAN VALUE OF Y FOR ANY cousinATioN OF XI, X2, ....., XK Is A
LINEAR FUNCTION OF rim SAD XI, X2, ..., XK COMBmAnON.

I. E. YM = Bo + BjXj + B2X2 +..... + BE:,, I:-
IF THE RELATvoNsim HAS A FORM Y = BOB, "B2" TIE FORM Is NON-
LingEAR AND CANNOT BE ANALYSED usinG MULTmLE REGRESSION

ANALYSIS UNLESS IT CAN BE CONVERTED To A UNEAR FORM. A MEANS

OF DONG Tms WOULD BE To TAKE TIE LOG^UrnLi OF EACH sinE OF

THE EQUATTON To PRODUCE ... LOGY = LOGBO + LOGBj" + LOGB2
WHICH Is LmEAR.

kinLTDLERE^goNAN^VslS

NON-uusAR FUNcz70NS CAN BE ANALysEo oney/F 71^yinE FIRSTZRwsroRMco To

TmRE HAPPENS 70 BE A COMPucA7zD Fom, OF MM FORA uus, R Fom4.

NON-UXEAR FUNC770NS JNC, FABLE OF 7/3WSFORA, ,770N BUT Ing inZL NOT BE

MEEnNG IT UrnlL MUCH MIER.

AssuMPriON 4 TiiE VARIANCE OF Y Is inE SAME FOR ANY COMBR. IAITON OF XI, X2, ...,

Then we have some additional conditions or expectations which must also be kept in mind, both in
fomiulating the amIysis and in reviewing the results.

ASSUMPTION 5

TmS Is A PLUG FOR HOMOscEDAsricrrY As OPPOSED ToXK.
jus'ERRoscEDAsricrTY, wincH ARE CONDmONS YET To BE D/AGNosED.

FOR ANY cousinAnoN OF XI, x2, ..., Xx, Y Is NORMALLY DISTRIBUTED.

CONDmONI THE DIDEPENDENT VARIABLES

DIDEPENDENr OF Tnn ERROR TERM.

CONDmoN2

CONDmoN3

CONDmoN4

THE ERROR TERM Is A NORMALLY DisrRmUTED, RANDOM VARunLE
WnH A MEAN OFZERO.

THE E, <PEGIED VALUE OF Tnn ERROR renu Is ZERO.

Morn-VanlATEN, anusrs^inOne'on ^L^A^^co

Tnn NUMBER OF COEFFicusNTS To BE ERru, AXED (Bo, Bj, B2, ..., Bj. ,)
MUST EXCEED THE NUMBER OF OBSERVATTONS USED FOR BS^ATTON.

I. E. REGRESSION D. F. > 0.

IN PRACTICAL SIrvATTONS ONE SHOULD ATTEMPT To oBTAn4 N > M*4. FROM
AN DEAL un^un rrWOULD BE BETreRFORN > M*10.

.J
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EQUIVALENT To TIE srATTsncAL srATEMENT: Rin. ,g
COMBnqATTON OF VAR^LBSl^D I.

111 practice condition 5, if not satisfied, will prevent the calculation of a rational solution to any MRA
problem, as the value of coefficients tend towards being indeterIntr^to and the SEE approaches an infinite
value. This situation can result from a condition known as ^^!^z!!y which will be discussed in
detaillater. Most of the conditions, however, are important in relation to testing and interpretation rather
than in relation to the actual calculation of results.

CONDmON5 INDEPENDENT VAR^Bus MUST BE unEARLY DIDEPENDENT wincH Is

rational Procedures

The multiple regression analysis process can be viewed as involving four Innjor steps:

definitionModel Specification
calculationModel Estimation

testingModel Evaluation

formal use,Model Application
e. g. prediction

I'\
,

------------------------------------------
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Figure 4.2: The MRA Model Spedttcatiozi Process
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The correct approach in each phase is essential if each other phase is to be successful so ^g individual step
should ever be coinprointsed.
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dunrER 4

^^i^!!involves hypothesisirigthefomioftiiemodel: this requires e ys
aware of what variables should be included, have some expectation of their foam (i. e. linear, non-linear,
interactive. ..), be fantiliar with their likely effect in both direction and quniitity and use appropriate tests to
screen their activity. Such tests would include correlation and visual plotting. All outline of an appropriate
methodology is given in Figure 4.2

This particular part of the analytical process is the most sensitive when it comes to error generation an
absolute failure to produce acceptsble results : it's the area where we encounter a 'rig a
specification error.

in order to avoid specification errors it is necessary to follow a systenntic process. T!!^_^SL^!^p in ^
process is to consult the theory. For example, von Thunens theory of urban land rent to s us w
should expect rural land values to vary as a result of differences in accessibility and land resource qua 'Iy.
monso's land rent theory suggests that lower prices are paid for commercial hand as distance torn e city
increases. The law of dinxinishing returns suggests that purchasers would pay a lower rate per square me
as the total area of property increases.

:L^a^!^p is to consult empirical research findings. These are numerous stu ies o e s
property values and the influence of a wide muge of items IRS been identified and evilnn j e. g. ampo
noise, pollution, views, social status, heiglit of building, age of structure, environmental quality, transport
farmties and so on.

:Lb^_!^I^s!^p involves Innking a decision about whatfonn one should use for coc o e varia
the dependent variable be $1ha, $110t, $1bedroom, total price and so on. Should the independent varia ^s
be continuous, dichotomous, normnal, scalar, log-nonnal, inverse, power or what. logic and cory wi
suggest a starting point.

Lb^. tipaL^!^p is the nethernetical form of the model. Should it be linear or non-linear, nom^. or ogis 'c,
polynomial, two-stage, interactive, simultaneous, and so on. Once again theory an ogic provi e a
start. overallit must be recognised that this process should not be left to the whim of fate or e ravages o
the GIGO principle; it is essential that specification be based on a sound foundation of theory, empiricism

MonTmLEREERrsSIONANALY^S

and logic!

The Innjor problems mittiis phase are s

imperfect theory
lack of awareness of factors
data collection linttations

inclusion of non-productive variables
exclusion of relevant variables

lack of inngination.
traditional laziness

If thes

ification errors which can arise from. ...

.

ModelEstin^tion is the actual calculation process, but rarely involveso yonesession ..
computer. It is an iterative process nitd-way along a feed-back loop from evaluation to spec"co 'on.
Esfunation provides the raw muterial for evaluation but in MRA the ability to select an optimum in e is
frustrated by sheer weiglit of numbers; having selected a set of independent variables you must admitt e
possibility that any netticular combination of any number of these Thightproduce an opti in e . yqu
have 10 variables in your data set the number of different equations which are available for ev untion is

is wasted!!!

ification does not reflect the roblem all effort

Morn-V^inTEN, AL^SM^ODSroRR^ usTATB^^co
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F
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Figure 4.3: MRA Model Estimation Process

L

2''-1 or 1023. .... this could be a little time consulntng and thoughtful computer package designers have
introduced a helpful utihty called ste wise re

I~\

Mqnucl

,

Y

process which tends to result in selection of the best obvious solution - not necessarily an optimum result.
More on this aspect later: the general theme of model estimation is indicated in figure 4.3

Model Evaluation is the second most important component of the regression modeming process: it is a

N

Or ?

Y

Select
Method

N

relatively swiglit-forward process of screening the model to establish whether it con meet a series of
objective tests and, if not, whether anything can be done about it. There are several distinct entry points
for testing and these should be approached in turn, the relevant result evaluated and if found unacceptable
the required remedial action should be taken. The general procedure which should be adopted is indicated
in figure 4.4 and involves exactly the same type of test decisions tint apply in the simple regression case.
The action necessary to deal with model deficiencies is quite different and win be dealt with in detail in a
later section.

.

+
Model

Evaluation

Forward

derVar

Slop 11

Select
Subsets

The Coin urntional Process behind Re ression A1^I sis

The majority of regression analyses are performed using computers, and computer systems usually have
computational features which allow the use of optimisation and equation solution algorithins. In almost all
cases negession analysis is computed using matrix algebra in order to take advantage of software functions.
For example, most BASIC languages will carry out all standard matrix operations with a few simple
commands.

ssion which jus a number of variations; it is essentially a

CUIculcte
Solutions
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MULTneLERconeSSIONANALYSIS

Considering a simple data set. ...............

XY

89

68

44

2

.................. our goal to find a solution to. ......

Y = bo + bjX,

filthis context we con view the data as a set of equations of the fomi. .......

2 = I*bo + b, * I

4 = I*bo + b, *4

, , I*bo + bj*6

' ' I*', , ,,*8

..... andtiieproblembeginstolooklikeasetofsimultaneousequations. t s o on

MULTI-VARIArBANN, vslS^monsroRR^ usTATBR^01

v'
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set of b values (in the fomi of a 4 by 2 matrix) which can be multiplied by the set of independent
values, (another 4 x 2 runtrix) to obtain as good as possible an .estimate of the set (or 4 x I mumx) of
dependent values. This process is achieved algebraicaUy as follows. .....

I. e.

Y, .,,, = X"."^ B, ",,,

Ste s for Solution

PRICES = FEATURESX COEFFICusNTS

I. Multiply each side by the transpose of mumx X

xT. Y = X'. X. B

2. Multiply earh sid^ by the inverse of the mumx (X'. X)

0<'. X)~'. X'. Y = (X'. X)~'.(X'. X). B

3. A matrix multiplied by its inverse gives an Identity Matrix (ones in diagonal, zeroes
elsewhere) so the last action results in the following:

O, ,.,,_,. x'-' co. B

4. A runtrix multiplied by an Identity Matrix is unchanged, so the above result is further
simplified to:

B = (xi. X)". X'. Y (The solution forB!)

Applying tints fomiula to the simple data set requires a series of straiglit forward computational steps. .....

I\

MusTDLERE^10NANAl, YSIS

I.

I\

Multil trans seofXb X

X (2,41

1111/1
1864/1

2. Calculate inverse of X'. X

X(4.2)

X

18

16

14

11

(xi. X)~'(2^)

I 1,093457944 <). 1775700935 I
1<). 1775700935 0,037381776 I

3.

XT. X(2"

I 4 19 I ^,,, 2 ^;x, ',
I 19 1/7 I ^x, x, ^;x, '

Multil han coofXb Y

MULTI-VAR^manALYsis^inoDSFORR^corArE^^co
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X (2x4)

1111/1
I 8641 I

4.

Y(4.1)

Multil X'. X~'b xT. Y

X

9

8

4

2

(X'. X)~'(2.2) X

I 1,093s -o, 1776 I
1<). 1776 o. 0374 I

X'. Y(2.0

I 231
I 138 I

This approach to computation provides most of the values n to cocua
associated with regression. These are as follows. .....

Solution : Y = 0,6449 + 1,07457x +

""',
^XI. Y

X'. Y, tin

I 231
I 138 I

SSE

SEE

Born

I 0,644859809 I
I 1,074572938 I

unLTneLER^IonANN, YSIS

YT. Y ~ B'-X'. Y

I^S^l, A
N-M

SEE ((xi. X)~'(j, j)),*

!2i_

,, Y2- L^13 ~ SEER2

The infonnation available from the computational procedure also allows e cocoa 'on
objective "quality-indicators" whicharenot generally available from nomulcomputerso re g
These include the following. .....

Confidence interval in the estiniation of Y (i. e. Explaining
the 'ideal' values)

Y' ^ !. . SEE . IX, '.(X'. x)-,. x, l,*

^:
n

n

(1)

where Xo

2

XI

X2

X3

which are the original independent variable values.

Morn-VARIATEA, ,ALYSISMBn, ODSFOR an^usTATB^^01
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(2) Confidence interval in estimation of a new Y value (i. e. making predictions)

Range = Y' ^_ I. . SEE . 11 + Xo' . OC'. X)~'. x, l'*
2

You con see from the differences in these two fonnulae that there is a gyeater risk of error in n^king a
prediction for a Y value than there is in estimating the existing Y values upon which the modelis based.

(3) A rule of thumb confidence interval when the (X'. X)~' matrix is unavailable.

Range = Y' + SEE. Z,

where Z is the standard deviation which cuts the required proportion of the area under the normal
curve for significance level c, .

e. g. For 95% confidence interval(or = .05) we require an area of ^ 47.5%. The Z score equivalent
to .4750 is 1.96.

We can now apply some of these tests to the simple data set:

1,877165 - 163,123SSE

I\

"

SSE

Min, TDLERE^SICN"^YSIS

Sho

to

Sbl

'bl

R2

.962

1,0058

0,64112

1"

0,18598

33,39646

95% confidence interval for case I. DF = 2

I 1,0935 -(). 1776 I(x'. x).'1161X'

I 4). 1776 o, 0374 I
I I I
I 6 IXo

XT, . (xT. X)"
(1.2) (2.2)

5,77897

F

.943497

xi" 'xi-X).'. Xo .308360758

6,512 ^ 4,303 * '96/19 * 1,3083607s81!*C. I.

4.21 to 8.81

Prediction for a case where X

I 0,028037383 0,0467205625 I

Morn-VanlATEANN, Van^inODSFORRERLEstATBRrsERRco
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0,6449 + 1,07457 * 2.5

3,3313

95% confidence interval for prediction

C. I = 3,3313 .;t. 4,303 X ,96/9 x U + .439924357661t

= -1,6343 to 8,2969

Y,

.

MusTDLER^usSIor, ANALYSIS
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The Need for Transfonnation of Variables

in nomial regression analysis the fundamental premise is tint the relationship being studied is linear. ... that
it can be depicted graphicalIy as a 9:1^:g^! line. ... that the muftien^tical relationship can be stated
algebraically as Y = a + bX which is a quaint way of saying that for any change of one unit in the value
of X, Y will vary by an amount b, which will be constant for any possible X value. Unfortunately, as
famous men are wont to say. ... linearity was not meant to be easy. ... and in fact many aspects of real estate
analysis are full of twists and turns, i. e. ^^j^^\.

Consider the following data:

Y

10

100

1000

1000o

I~~

VARIABLETR. A SF RMATIONS

L^:!

X

2

3

4

Figure 5. , Example of non-linear data in regression analysis

I'
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800

600

400
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o

10000000

1000000
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Independent Var

Non-linear data

100000

10000
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It takes little in^^nation to see that there is something disturbingIy non-linear about the X-Y relationship.
Practical situations are rarely so obvious but they can be examned. both graphicalIy and statisticaMy.

Graphical analysis immediately suggests tl, at the relationship is non-briar but the skill and knowledge of the
analyst must be brouglit to bear on the establishmient of precisely what form the relationship takes and how
to deal with it.

b>O

' ' a * bX

b<O

VARIABLE TRANSFORMATlor, S

b>O

Y . a * b/X

Y . aX

b<O

Figure 5.2 Several common forms of non-linear relationships

It involves two steps:

I. knowing what fonn to expect(theory, hypothesis, appearance)
2. knowing how to disgiiise the fonn so that regression analysis appears to take place with linear

data.

In the foregoing example a tinear analysis gives the fomowing results. ...

Y = 4940 + 3087X : R' = .6792 : SEE = 3348.9 F = 2,1172
SEb = 1500.14 :16 = 2,0578

,.......... which are not significont at the 0.10 level. A little more speculation reveals that in each case the
observed value of X is the logarithm of Y and that the substitution of log Y for Y results in a pertec y
linear relationship which regression solves most elegantly as. ...

logY = 0 + IX R2 = 1.0 SEE = 0.0 etc. .......

b

logY . a * b*logX

Y . ae
,.

Yg .

MULTI-Van^TEN, ALYus^moosroR ER^usTATn^^01
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........ for an X value of 1.5, log Y = 1.5 and the 'real' value of Y is calculated by deterlimitng its anti-
logarithm: anti-log(1.5) = 31.62. As the log of any number is tile value of the power to which the base
must be raised to equal the number, the equation may be re-expressed in another, and more obviously
non-linear, form:

a*lob' where a & b = I

then log Y = log a + log 10*b*x

as logl=O and b=I

log Y = X * log 10

In the natural log case this equation would take tile form. ...

' , ,*,,,

Y

I~
, Fig. 5.2 gives an idea of the general shape of some of the commonly encountered curves and Table 5.1

provides a guide as to how they should be employed.

Table 5.1 : Common non-linear forms with 'linearisation'

Power

Form : Y=orb
Action : Substitute logX for X

Ezpone. ti. I

Form : Y=coxh
Action : Substiti, to logy for Y

VARIAmE TRANSFORMATTONS

Logarithmic

Form : Y=abX

Action : Substitute logs for X & Y Result:logy = a + b*logX

I~\

Result: Y = a + b*logX

Recip, coal

Form : Y

Result:logy = a + bx

Action: Substitute I for X

X

Logintic Curve
_:C"__Form :Yg
"+e~e. b;)

reform to log(_X*.) = a + bx
( cm-Y?)

Y = estimated maximum value of Y and

Y = accumulated growth of Y.

This last type of function is sometimes referred to as a Gomperlz curve or a growth curve; it is commonly
encountered in analysis of activity which fomows an S^urve pattern where growth tends to be slow at itintoI
stages, then accelerates in recognition of successes of the past and then slows down in later stages as the

a + b

X

Action :

where

Morn-van^, BANALv^s^monsrenn^ EarATBn^o1
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opportunities for further growth dintnish. This type of phenomenon is often experienced in es
situations and one example would be the trading level, over time, of a residential estate.

There are also several ^cific tramfonnations of Y which are designed to meet problems associated with
the distribution of Y values.

. Square root transfomiation - used if Y exhibits a poisson distribution
Reciprocal transformation - used when large values of Y exhibit extraordinarily high variance
01Gteroscedasticity)- "

Squme tramformntion - used when small values of Y exhibit extraordinnrily high variance ( i. e.
distribution of Y residuals is skewed).

. Logarithm - used when Y residuals are skewed.

The method of changing a variable's value by substitiiting its sqinre or square-root which is en in some
of the instances mentioned above is a common approach in the field of econometrics, w b is a to o
sinidy concerned with the mathematical modelling of econointc activity. 1/1 in^ny cases the relations 'p
between vainbles used in tints type of data has a theoretical expectation of exponential non-linearity. n
these cases the analyst is faced with a daunting task - how to find out what the correct parameter or
exponent might be. There are some econometric software packages which provide iterative procedures whic
search through possible parameter values and attempt to discover some optimal values. 111. absence o ese
farmties we are restricted to a trial and error approach which should be guided by theoretical expectations.
In each of the foUowing data sets, the relationship between X and Y is not linear but there is ino c ear
indication of the correct form to use; trial and error con lead to a complete explar^tion of each of these. ....

VanMmETMNSFon^nonS

Y

100

11,000

100UiOO
1000rX^
100(^

X

o

2.38

3.95
5.66

o

2

3

4

logy
2

4

6

8

10

Solution

transformation

Umear 1' .58
Transform 1.0

1789

1410
928

845
649

o

2

3

4

y0.8
o

2

3

4

impractice the analyst must resolve the transfonnation issue witlimi the two steps mention earier y irs
recogiising non-linearity and then by a certain amount of trial and error analysis. As an examp e, suppose
then you have collected the fomowing data. ....

transformation

.05

.055 .055

.065 .065
,0675 .0675
.075 .075

inert' .,,
Trimsform 1.0

Sh No. NetRental: I .in/corium Distancehamma ram, e-in

y2.5

2

3

4

5

6

transformation
.05

Umamiz .96
Transform 1.0

70

50
32

23

21

20

MULTI-VAR^manAL^s^monsFo an^ EarATBnrsERnQi
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15

25
50

125
175

225
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80
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50

40
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20

10

o

Annual Rental

I'.~

,5

~1<-' Rental/in 21yr

Figure 5.3 Non-linear rental/distance relationship

Y . 55.82 - 0,933 X

r2 s 0,6889

VARm^mans^"Axions

*e

25

Graphing the results (Fig. 5.3) shows quite clearly hat the relationship is non-linear so the possible
transforn^tions are tested to see what form win provide the best fit. The results of a number of trial
regressions are suminnrised in Table 5.2.

T. ble 5.2 : Tearing data hangforn. dong

I~.

,2550

Distance from centre

*

of transformation

Linear

Power

Exponential
Logarithmic
Reciprocal X
Squareroot X
Square Y

a

55.82

109.01

4.01

5.4

16.42

72.29

3240.3

While we can never be sure that the transformation we use is the best, the results shown in Table 5.2

indicate hat, for those tried in this example, we have found what looks like the next best thing - the
reciprocal ofX tr@"^/"omrono", which also happens to be both theoretically and intuitively attractive. We
could use the resulting equation with confidence to assist in establishing rents in different ^rts of a
shopping centre.

175

^2

-0,1933 -2.98 .6889

-17,3495 ^. 22 '91/62

0,0053 4.05 .8041
0,4594 -11.79 .9720

811.01 64,177 .9990

-3.93 3,998 .7998

-15.69 -2.32 .5736

b

And so on and on and on. ....

t

225
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intone 've v 'ables

Consider the earlier floor space data. If we funk a little about what we wou
observations we could conclude that the price asafunctionofarea($/sq. in) may, o ino . .
rice: thus we are now concerned about an interactive or composite varia e eri

as foUows:

Original Y

^a^

2437500

200(Nun
1575/100
1650^

1100^
87500o

Interactive Y

Graphical exploration of the relationship between the interactive terni an ^^a gg
relationship and aquick series of transforn^tions suggests that anopti sou ' ' :-

Log(Price/Area) = 9,6658 - 0,377 * log Area

Price/Area

750

800

900

1100

1100

1400

Original X

Area

3250
2500
1750
1500

1000

625

rustransformation has very important implicationsin talestote value in e ing w ere pe
variables s^cified in the model mm be expected to have an influence in one of two ways:-

either a VCIi@61e can have @ inurgingIt, !linence on vat"e irrespective of tie amount of rea e
involved, or the variable can have cm i, !linence on VCI"e which is in proportion to t an, 0" o
estate involved.

R2 = .9435 t = -8.17

Van^BIBTnnNSFCR^floraS

o1 o1ntalEx

A further simple form of data transformation is available through the process o. ' g in eye
variables to the standard equation in the form of higher powers of the independent vana e. ese expan
forms are n<jader transforinntions or polynoniials ...... e. g. :

SIOn

First order. ... Y = bo + bj x ... linear

S. cond ,, der. .. Y = I'D + bjx + b2, ? mm quadratic

Third cad. ,.... Y = bo + bjx + b2, t' + b3x' ... cubic

and 80 on ad museam ..... Bee Fig. 6.4

These expansions are useful in as much as they describe particular forms of non-fuel, r Ie a 'ons 'p.
introduce apotential"fumingpoint" at eachhigher order level. Whatis meant by tints is t 'rec'
of change in the dependent variable caused by the independent varia e con c g ..
independent variable changes; for some values of the independent variable it may exert a POSi've '
while at other value levels it may have a negative influence. (This is illustrated in figure . ). use.
this attribute the second and third order polynominls form a useful addition to e muge o

a non-linear

MULTI-VAR^TEAMLY"SunmODSroRR^usTATB^RO,
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I'*

Y . bO , b, .X , be. X

Y . bO , b, .X , b2. X' , b8. X' "
I

I

I

,

,

Figure 5.4 Simple Polynomial expansions in MRA

,

,

VAR^TMNSF^ticus

already discussed; however, it is likely that biglier order poly, jointal expansions win provide solutions
which fit the data very well but are so complex as to be of ino value at all for general explanation and
prediction. Retun, ing to the shop rental data and using this techntque we obtain tlie results indicated in
Table 5.3.

Table 5.3 : Polynomial Expansion Regression Results

b2bO29^^! b4b3bl

order

55.8 o oFirst -19 o

o oSecond 69.02 63 '00/9 o

o87.57 -1.61 '01/9 -. 00,1027Third o

98.73 -2,397,025 -.(uni94 .44E-9oFifth

I"

,

J

Y . bO , b, .X , ba. X , ba. x ,b4. x

Although these results\tend to produce apparently superior results as the order increases, the complex
models exhibit unstable trends beyond the limit of X values provided in the original data. This faulte of
polynomials is useful when complex relationships have to befitted, but must be used with caution in the case
of relatively simple trends - see Figure 5.5.

It should be noted that a quadratic polynontial expansion will permit solution of a paretolic shaped
distribution in the data. If we take, as an example of this type of problem, a sinntion where very old houses
achieve premium prices due to the fact that their styles tend to be attractive to buyers, middle-aged houses
sen cheaply because they are old but do not have styles which are very popular and new houses are
expensive because they are modem and appeal because their basic style is popular at the present and simply
because they are new, we may be confronted by the following bare facts:

b5

o

.8698

.9669

.9921

Morn-Vin^TEN, in, usus^monsroRR^usTATB^^
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.6889
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,

200
Rent/in21yr

150

100

50

\

\
~

\

o

-50

^.

o

..-..

25

Figure 5.5 Polynomial Regression Solutions

50

VARM^ TMNSFonMATlonS

Linear 1st Order
r2 .Geeo

Qulntlc 5th
,2 .0.21

75 100 125 150 175 200 225 250 275 300

Distance from major store

Cubic 3rdQuadratic 2nd
r2 .... Ora .e. g.

-*-- original Data

Price 1000's

160

110

65

42

18

17

35

110

150

....-..----..........

A e in Years

8

22

30

40

60

80

100

120

130

Plotting the relationship discloses a non-linear form and the next step could be to mm through the standard
transfonnations to try to establish a satisfactory model. This produces the results shown in Table 5.4.

Table 5.4 : B. tabliBhimg modelfor paretolic tsu

J

,

,

,

,

,

.,

,

,

,
I

,

,

J

,

I

,
,

Linear

Power

Exponential
Logarithmic
Rec^X
2nd Order Polynomial

The last transfommtion is drainaticaMy better than any other tramformation because this form of polynomial
allows a single data set to display two apyarently divergent trends. The resulting equation is. ......

Y = 203.8 - 5.55*X + .0395*x2

o Transfo adon 8.2

.0004

'10s7

.(1023

.1023

.2857

.9881

Morn-VinmTBANN, usus^monsronR^usTATB^^CE
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.......... and it is computed by pretending that the data used consists of THREE variables instead of the
original Two variables. This tintad variable is introduced by calculating the square of the independent
variable (Age) for each case and using this as the third variable. The resulting model can be interpreted as
follows. ....

Tnn VALUE OF A NEW HOUSE Is $203000 AND mus VALUE Is DECREASED BY $5550
FOR EACH ADDmoNAL YEAR OF AGE, BUT Is incusASED BY $395 FOR EACH
ADDmONAL UNIT OF AGE-SQUARED.

If one considers dins effect it is clear hat the decrease in value is negative overall until the combined effect
of age-squared multiplied by 395 is greater than age multiplied by 5550. As 5550 is 14.05 times bigger than
395 (5550 + 395 = 14.05), the point where older houses begin to increase in value is the point where the
squme of age is at least 14.05 times bigger than age (AGE' + AGE > =14.05). This obviously 00curs at
an approximate age of 14 years'

The problem could also have been attacked by assunxing hat the data represented two samples from
different populations and prt, ccoding with ^paints analysis for each. In some cases this may, in fact, be the
best course of action, but if only one variable displays this type of variation, the polynomial solution is the
superior course to follow.

I\

The tobiem of variable variance

Remember the condition applying to the use of regression analysis, that for any value of X, the expected
variance of Y for repeated Y samples should reinairi constant. When this condition applies we say the data
set is hornosced". stistic. When this is not the case we say the data set is heterosced"stintc, or it displays
heterosced"st, 'city, wherein the variance of the expected Y values (and the error term) varies as X values are
altered. Such data could take the fonn illustrated in Figure 5.6.

VARIABLETRANSFORMATIONS

A simple test is available for heteroscadasticity - simply plot residuals graphicalIy in ascending order of
original Y values. This test is usually sufficient as only a large amount of heteroscedasticity is likely to
distort a model. An alternative F test is available and involves dividing the data into 2 sub-sets, cut at the
median Y value: then calculate:

I\ F=^^I
SEE sample 2

The nul hypothesis is that scatter is non-unifonn: we use a two-tailed F test as follows:

(1) Obtain from tables F, 12 for DF nj, n2

(2) Calculate F. ", 2
F"12

(3) IfF1. "12 > F > Fad rejectthenullhypothesis

Strategies for dealing with heteroscodasticity include:

Shantying the sample to produce two or more sub-sets
Using a Y' or Y"'transformation to reduce variance
using Y+X and I+X transformations for Y and X respectively.

Morn-VARMTBANN, Vsls^moosroRR^ usTATBRrsmRQ,
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Figure 5.6 The characteristics of heteroscedasticity
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What is Multicollirieari

Multicollinearity is the Innjor bug-bear of most multi-variate amIysis techniques. The term refers to the
existence of an undesirable level of correlation between 'independent' variables. 111 theory, for an optimal
MRA solution, the value of r for all possible pairings of the independent (explanatory) vatiables should be
zero. This will rarely be the case and the analyst must be aware of the consequences. The complexity of
fonnaltests for identification of multicollinearity makes their use difficult in most practical applications, but
something jus to be done aboutitto avoid serious misconceptions. Consider the foUowing simple example:-

I~

9

L
MornCOLLINEArrTYmM^

HousePrice Area MainRooms

I.

2.

3.

4.

5.
6.

7.

8.

8000o

7500()

65000

62500
57500

5500()

68000
7000o

.

175

170

145

140

140

130

155

160

As a storting point we can examne the correlations in the data set:-

8

7

5
5

5

5

6

7

I~\

1/1 view of the very litgli correlation between independent variables (area & rooms) we can dragiose serious
multicolhnearity. What is it's effect? Superticially it looks as if we have potential to explain 95.9% of
price variation in tenns of area, and 84.4% of price variation in terms of rooms. We could rush to the
conclusion that the sum of the individual price explanation provided by each is about 180% so we could
expect that if we use both of these variables in a multiple regression model we should have little difficulty
in obtoining a maximum value for R-squared approaching I.
The stumbling block is that the rooms/area connection is bloated with redundant explanatory power in as
much as a substantial part of the explanatory power of each variable is shared by the other. This is
mustrated in figures 6.1 and 6.2.

PRICE

AREA

ROOMS

PRICE

1.0

.97935

.91889

AltEA

.97935
1.0

.94576

ROOMS

When MRA is pertomied on this data set the fomowing results are obtained:-

.91889

.94576

1.0

. Price/Area

Price = -12980.32 + 524.14xAltEA
.95913R2

. Price/Rooms
Price = 27625 + 6500 x ROOMS

= .84437R2

^LT, .V^TEN, ALYus^, ODSroR^LrsTATBR^co PAGE 39
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ra ntri tl

R in

MULncoU^EAR^in ^A

Figure 6.1 Variation in Price - Expected influence of Variables

ntri

. Price/Area + Rooms
Price = -15327.88 + 559.32 x AREA - 491.5 x ROOMS

= .95964R2

.00051 -Cinerease of R2 due to ROOMS
See Fig. 6.2)

ti n

A coriumon seine review of the first two results suggests tint either could be believable. ....
....... as to the furd; on the basis of our model fonnulation, and the correlation mumx, e regression
coefficient for ROOMS should not be negative. The unfortunate result stems from vioation o e
independence rule; MRA has been cuckolded by the secretrelationship between R an
Something has to be done to deal with this problem before we con be confident about using e resu or
prediction or for drawing conclusions about the relationships involved. The first step in the process is, o
course, recognition of the problem tinougliidentification of its symptoms. As a rule-of-thumb guide,
multicoUinearity can be expected to mate its influence felt in any case where the correlation between two
independent variables exceeds an absolute value of 0.3. mis a problem which must be atton o w en
said correlation exceeds 0.6 absolute. As the r value between independent variables approoc us . , resu
become increasingly unstable or Inny become incapable of correct interpretation; ultimately it becomes
mathematicaUy and computationalIy impossible to calculate any result using MRA.

The steps which should be foUowed once a potential multicolhnearity problem has been iden 'i incu e
the fomowing:-

Use stepwise regression to screen variables and monitor their influence on the in e
consider tramfonnation of some variables
consider variable interactive effects
consider a two-stage estimation procedure (Analysis of residuals)
exclude non-productive or confusing variables

nex lained Variati n

MULTI-van^TEN, ALyus^monsroRn^usTATB^^o1
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Ex Ian ti n har

I'\
,

r in r

Ex I nati n

tolerate impainnent - it may be OK to use for prediction, but g!!!:, if mitercorrelations are consistent
in the total population.
Use Principal Components Analysis orcA) to tramfonn the data by producing composite variables.

Several of these propositions win be dealt with more funny later.

ni

MULTIco^NunA

Figure 6.2 Variation in Price - Actual influence of Variables

t r

.

A*

in

n

w sta e re

I in

One of the options avallable to the analyst in dealing with multicoUiirearity is to drop the offending
variable, but in so doing, its explanatory power is completely lost. If you are keen to find what contribution
a variable might have once hat of another is fully realised, then a two stage regression might be in order.
This involves. ....

computing results using innocent variables - i. e. "guilty" variable excluded.
calculating residuals (original Y minus predictsd Y)

computing regression between residuals and the "guilty' variable
prediction of values in two steps.

In applying ting procedure to the previous data, the application of the PRICE/AREA fonnula gives the
fomowing results:-

SIO anal sis

.

.

x Ian ti n ni r

MULTI-vA^TEN^v"s^mobsn, ^LrsrArB^rid,
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Original
Price

80/100
75000

65000
62500

57500

5500

6800()

7000o

Predicted

Price

Regyessionanalysisoftherelationshipbetweentliatpartofpricenotexplain y , .. ,
and ROOMS gives the following result. .

RESIDUAL PRICE = -757.35 + 173.1 x ROOMS
= .0151R2

if we apply this to the case with the largest residual (case 5)..........

= -12980.32 + 524.14 x 140 onam equation)AREA component
= 60399

ROOMS component = -757.35 + 173.1 x 5 (Residual equation)
= 108.15

Total Price = 60507 (Total of bothmodels)

Using the original 2 variable equation a value of 60475 is obtained. However, in s
predict the original price of this case as well as the unstable model.

This procedure is one aspect of a techntque called residual analysis which will be d t wi a r.

78746
73875
63021

60401

60401

55159
68263

70884

Residual

Price

1254
1/25
1979

2099

2901

.159

263

.884

MULTIcoU^NunA

Variable interaction

In cases where the value or level of one independent variable is responsible or c ging
another independent variable, we have a condition called variable interaction. In e co , a ysi
interaction is used tritegression analysis to identify the price influence of the jg!!!!^! o two (or ino
variables. For example, if prices of houses vary as age varies but the varia 'on is _j___ .
styles, a noniial regression model will gloss over the differences. 111 fact the condition is. tan oun
sa ing that there is a different relationship between the dependent variable an in eyen en v
some other independent variable snared by the data set changes its value. All exampe o 's ..
market where buyers are divided evenly between people who need a lot of spac? (yo^^g fj
peopewon P " tievailable. Ontheotherhand

the old person would tend to be indifferent to additional space and would tend to pay a re a 'v y p '
for each additional sqi^re metre. Over a reasonable number of hallsactions we wou expect
differentpriceresponsesworkinginacommonnnrketandthisisillustta in igure . . y
sort of tiling could arise in a market comprising different house styles where some atIran ^rge anno.
competition while others may be rejected by buyers. filthis case we could find that a 'glier pri p^
square metre myy appear to have been paid for style A than the price paid for sty e , an .as 4
the total price difference which appears to result from the differences in sty e ^__ ,
differences in size.

A's an acercise );0" sho"Id try to list Ihe van@ble interndio"s yo" wowld expect jolt"d operat, '"g in rea
estate pricejbm, @t, binjbr different categories of property.

Morn-VARIArBANALVSS^inoDSroRR^ usrATB an^o1
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^
I

Y
s*

~!' 6, ."'

*, z. '

Figure 6.3 Interactive effects - how the X. Y relationship changes
when X2 changes

.

One cumbersome approach would be to formulate one model for each group of houses of a specific style.
The convenient alterretive is to introduce an interactive variable for each style.

Examples of possible occurrences of interaction between independent variables would include:-

InGHER PRICES FOR OLDER HOUSES CLOSE To Tnn crTY THAN FOR HOUSES OF THE SAME AGE AND
DISTANCE FROM Tnn crrY.

IncusR PRICE PER SQUARE METRE FOR LARGE AIREAS mum FRONTAGE Is WEDE, REDUCING As
FRONTAGE DunRllSllES.

IncH PRICE COEFFicusivr FOR AREA OF HOUSE WHEN ROOM NUMBERS ARE SMALL, REDUCNG As
ROOM NUMBERSl^ICREASE.

InGiusR PRICE COEFFiCusirr FOR AltEA IN ONE LOCALITY THAN ANOriusR. .... AND so ON.

MorncoU^in^A

,^..
' 6

* *:I" ,
!a

^., 9
*, z.

* 0.4>(.
Y . 2

.1.2 '

X

Y

I'

.

If the interactive effect is to be estin^tod then an interactive variable describing the effect should be
introduced into the model. This is carried out by postulating the form of the interaction, usually

the effect defined.multiplicative, and adding a mew, composite variable which equator to

X

kithe fomowing example twenty-five sales of houses are found to consist of three different styles and a
fairly wide range in floor areas. The observations made were the price, area and a code value for style for
each house and these are set out as foUows ..

Morn. V^lATEANAL^S^inODSroRR^usTATE^^01 PAGE 43
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_z::e^.^

1/5/00.0 129.00 2.00 0.00
100300.0 135.00 3.00 0.00
12/01/00 139.00 2.00 0.00
1089/10.0 91.00 1.00 1.00
118200.0 135.00 2.00 0.00
81600.00 99.00 3.00 0.00
1230/10.0 111.00 1.00 1.00
98800.00 132.00 3.00 0.00
87300.00 110.00 3.00 0.00
93800.00 123.00 3.00 0.00
116200.0 131.00 2.00 0.00
136200.0 130.00 1.00 1.00
90000.00 117.00 3.00 0.00
122200.0 141.00 2.00 0.00
106400.0 115.00 2.00 0.00
8/9/10.00 100.00 3.00 0.00
95000.00 125.00 3.00 0.00
108700.0 119.00 2.00 0.00
1/1700.0 124.00 2.00 0.00
113900.0 98.00 1.00 1.00
98300.00 101.00 2.00 0.00
1156/10.0 130.00 2.00 0.00
126700.0 117.00 1.00 1.00
145100.0 143.00 1.00 1.00
144500.0 142.00 1.00 1.00

Area

in2

^g!!= DSl DS2 in'ri rin2

1.00 0.00 129.00
0.00 0.00 0.00

1.00 0.00 139.00
0.000.00 91.00

1.00 0.00 135.00
0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 111.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00

1.00 0.00 131.00
0,00130.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00
1.00 0.00 141.00
1.00 0.00 115.00
0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00
1.00 0.00 119.00

1.00 0.00 124.00
0.00 98.00 0.00

1.00 0.00 101.00
1.00 0.00 130.00

0.00 117.00 0.00
0,00143.00 0.00
0,00142.00 0.00

The first step is to establish a dununy (0, I) variable for each style less one (the dummy y^ria e e in
MRA is that there should always be one less durumy variable than the total number o con i'ons w '
original coded variable purports to describe. The columns headed DSl and DS2 are dummy varia es w '
indicate the fact that a house is either Stylel or Style2 respectively; tm cmy case where both t se van es
are zero that case musr be a Style3 by del"""It.

Preliniinary analysis shows the fomowing correlations:

MULTIco^rrYmun. A

Price with. ....

Area

Style
DSl

DS2

These figures suggest a substantial variation in the relationship between price and each di erent. sty e 4/1
points to problems in believing the results of 'nonnal regression amIysis. To take 's er, in
ternis are added to the basic model and uns is done by creating new variables which are equivaen o e
product of area and the style durumy variables. ..

.569

-. 843

.651

.138

Original model- Model I

Price

Dummy version - Model 2

bO + bl x area + b2 x dsl + b3 x ds2

bO + bl x area

Price

MULTI-VAR^TEANALYSIS^inODSroRan^usTATBRrsERRQl
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Interactive version - Model 3

Price

A series of regression analyses produces the foUowing models:

00 + bl x area + b2 x ds2 + b3 x ds2

+ b4 (dsl x area) + b5 (ds2 x area)

Modell

I~

Constant : 30932.39
Area : 654.49

.003Sig b

Model 2

.

Constant : 17399.06

Area : 627.11

DS1 :36393.39
: 16674.64DS2

Model3

F 11,0198

R2 .3239

SEE 14698.9

MULTIco^in^A

Constant : 29809.31

Area : 521.60
: 15756.75DSl

DS2 :7738.48
Area * DS1: 174.72
Area* DS2 : 78.02

F 18/5.35
.9962R2

SEE 1159.51
.0000SIg

^\

Nthouglithe final model is clearly statisticalIy superior to the first three, interpretation of the results is not
a ^rticularly easy task. Style and area present ino problems, for example the Style 2 durumy. varia p is
furly straight forward : the price is increased above the value of a S to 3 house by $7738 if a unit is
style 2. It is important to recognise tints aspect of the use of dunn, Iy variables - they indicate the change in
price relative to the situation where all dun"nies are zero, and tiltliis example that would mean t e
house was style 3.

Interpreting the coefficients for the interactive variables require a little more thought. .....

A base value of $29809 would indicate a 'ino area' or vacant site value for a style 3 house.
Price increases by $521 per squam metre, irrespective of the style.
A house of style I is wordi $15756 more than a house of style 3.
A house of style 2 is worth $7738 more tl^n a house of style 3, and is, therefor, worth $8018 less
than a house of style I.
* Price increases by a further $174 per sqiiare metre if the house happens to be style I.
* If the style is 2, the value is morased by $78 per square metre.

* describe the interactive effect which is at work in the model, involving the joint

F4

R2

SEE

SIg

5801.91

.9999

179.15

.(XiO()

influence of style characteristics and floor space.

MULTI-VAR^TEN, A1, usus^monsroRn^usrATBn^o1
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CHAPTER 6

Du

A ^!!gn!g:! variable is a special form of no^Iai variable used as an indicator o e ^ o an o
c^actedstic in an uriambiguous way. Dun"ny variables may also be referred to as in ica r va '
and as "dichotomous" variables, the latter term referring to the most common onn o urnmy
which has only two possible values. Dunimy variable use is subject to an impo e
adhered to if correct interpretation of results is to be mude and if unique estimation o COG icien i
achieved.

IF A NOMDqAl, VARIABLE Is To BE ANALYSED UsNG kinA AND SUCH NOMRqAL VARIABLE us
possreLE CATERORuss, THEN I-I DurianY VARIABLES (NO MORE OR LESS) MUST BE USED To BSru, ATE
Tnn EFFECTS OF TllE I co^mug CATEGORusS.

The only exception to this rule is in the case of regression forced through the origin.

For example if a MRA modelis to be used to determine price variations cou y e sope o a
residential lot we could do one of three things:-

Measure the angle of slope in degrees or as a percentage gradient.a)
Develop intuitively a rank score or "nomir^I' quality scale system.b)

c) Usedumniyvariables.

Although the first of these is the only completely objective approach and, therefore, the 9111y ODP capa e
of consistent measurement and subsequent analysis, data collection costs may be excessively high. e
second option is invalid unless the measurement system mm be tested - requiring use o1 (c) in ^ny c, !co,
the third is most likely the best option. in order to proceed filther some objective consi Grab
categorical values is necessary. The question to be answered is: how many meaningful. slates can e s ope
of a block belong to withoutlosing too much resolution of measurement, while limitsining some
on the total number of variables used in the model? The amwer to this query may lead to e o owing

v 'ablesin

*

MULTIco^rYmun. A

possible states being identified.

I) A levelallotment.
2) Moderate slope at front.
3) Moderate slope overtemninder.
4) Madamte slope overall.
5) Sleep slope at front.
6) Steep slope over remainder.
7) SIcopslopeovomll.
8) Precipitous.

The idea behind the category selection processis to identify an major states, as any not inclu wi
be incorporated in the value of the constant or will be part of the residual error and thereby not capa e o
interpretation. The next step is to select a 'monad' state, which will be represented by the constan rin,
and establish coded dummy variables for every off, er state.

XI moderate slope at front
X2 moderate slope overteinainder
X3 etc. .....

Values are now allocated to each of these variables to indicate whether or not the varia e is e or
case in torn, and the convention is to use a dichotomous variable with values o or in '
non-applicability and I to indicate that it apphes to the case. In the example the following res s o
obtained:.

e. g.

Morn-VARIATBANN, usus^inODSro, an^usTATB^^co
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OLAPrER 6

Variable

Moderate front

Moderate rear

Moderate overall

Steep front
Steep rear
Steep overall
Precipitous

When all variables XI to X7 have a value of zero, the lot must either be level, or in some state not
identified in the list of possible categories. The resulting regression coefficients are interpreted as indicating
the price influence of the particular state, while the constant indicates the base value of the 'monad state.

The foUowing data is an example of application of dummy variables used to advantage in testing value
relationship assumptions. The data comprise price, area and a coded variable representing slope as escri

XI

o

o

o

o

o

o

X2

I~'~

o

o

o

o

o

o

X3

above:

o

o

o

o

o

o

X4

o

o

o

o

o

o

X5

21:9^

o

o

o

o

o

o

34900

25,100
30100
2500(I
34500
28000
34000

31400

30200

25000
31700

30800

28200
67900
27000
40600
28700
2500()

28000
32900

X6 X7

Aream2 ^!!:P^

o

o

o

o

o

o

,

495

543

510

697

317

601

496

647

351

655

448

589

647

716

4/4

523

752

452

301

790

o

o

o

o

o

o

MULTICOU^itYinMRA

6

8

2

8

4

6

7

3

8

3

7

5

4

8

7

7
I'\

Regression analysis of this data provides the following model:

Constant : 26092.08
12.98Area

Slope : -248.74

This suggests a positive area influence and a lessening value as block slopes increase. e un"ny v
model produces substantially different suggestions:

Constant : 22487.14
9.09Area

2975.23DVl
4830.05DV2
1/243.64DV3
38901.99DV4
7907.09DV5
2997.78DV6

R2 .0410

F .36

SEE 9716.79

.

.

.

Morn. VAR^manALY"S^inODSroR ER^ usTATERrsERRG,

R2 .9863

F 172.16

SEE 1097.99
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CHAPrER6

This modelis notonly statisticalIy superior, but infonns us that the sope varia p ..
increases the price response increases rapidly up to a moderate SIqpe an en
ne ative state is reached. The respective coefficients could be used to or uce a in ' q
the slope of a block by rescaling and adjusting to give a more objective s e.

Good things about Dummy Variables. ......

Allow cadysis of"omi""! variables.
Allow testing cad c@libration of sthjec, tve scales.
Eusy to internret.

Dubious things about Dummy Variables. ..

M"!ticollt"eartq, hard to detect (should usephi)
DJ:@irult to be s"re ado"t infope, ,dence of 'Slates' in large mandr!s.
Resol"tio" of data degraded.
Loss of degrees of freedom.
Indiscriminant use leads to instability which is not readily apparent
Gr@phic@I st"4), impossible.
Normanl Tram. ^'omantio"s inappropriate.

MULTI^YinLRA

Morn-VAR^TEN, nutsrs^inODSroR annuusTATB ER^01
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